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                     Etna Tour 

                    Mount Etna Sunset Tour

          
            Explore Etna at sunset, the most evocative moment to admire the wonders of the volcano. In this half-day tour the guide will share characteristics, curiosities and secrets of this fascinating place. E...

          

          See more 

      

    

        
      
        
                     Experiences 

                    Ebike Tour of Mt Etna

          
            An e-bike tour on Mount Etna among large lava fields, craters and caves for a unique volcanic experience.

          

          See more 

      

    

        
      
        
                     Family vacation 

                    Etna Play Tour

          
            Discover the magnificent Mount Etna with our exclusive family-friendly guided tour. The panoramic itinerary offers breathtaking views, while the kids' kit makes the experience educational and fun.

          

          See more 

      

    

        
      
        
                     Etna Tour 

                    Etna Jeep Tour

          
            Explore Mount Etna with our half-day 4x4 jeep tour. Venture onto dirt roads with our expert guide to discover scenic areas. Begin with a 3km walk to admire a lateral crater. Then, visit the lava flow ...

          

          See more 

      

    

        
      
        
                     Experiences 

                    Etna Helicopter Tour

          
            Imagine taking in all the sights of Mount Etna, then heading up the peak of the volcano. This is an incredible 30 minute flight that includes the summit active craters and the majestic caldera Valle d...

          

          See more 

      

    

      

  
      
      
  

  


    

  
    
              Top Mount Etna Adventures  

      
Discover the Wonders of Europe's Most Active Volcano with Our Varied Selection of Tours. Whether it's a Family-Friendly Jeep Adventure, a Cable Car Expedition to the Main Craters, or a Challenging Summit Hike
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                        	Etna Tour


          

          
            Etna Cable Car Tour

                         from March to November

             difficulty: easy

            
                            
                from

                120,00 €
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                        	Etna Tour


          

          
            Etna Jeep Tour

                         All year round

             difficulty: easy

            
                            
                from

                65,00 €
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            Mount Etna Sunset Tour

                         All year round

             difficulty: easy

            
                            
                from

                65,00 €
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            Conquer the Volcano, Discover Your Adventure!

            Etna Unlimited

          

        

      

    

  
    

  
  
  
       
             Authentic Sicily, Unforgettable Adventures Await!  
      
      

      
      
      
Explore Etna tours, sports experiences, city tours, and family holidays for a dream vacation.
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                          Etna Tour  

          

          
          
            A sensational jeep tour and an easy walk, or a more intense hike between extinct craters and lava caves or even an excursion to the top of the volcano Etna between sulfur and smoking craters. All the secrets of Mount Etna will be revealed; unforgettable panoramas and stories will mark your holiday in Sicily
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                          Experiences  

          

          
          
            From mountains to the sea, crossing the Etna volcano and natural reserves, Sicily offers a diverse range of sports activities for everyone. Choose whether to experience the adventure on land, in the air, or in the water. Explore a unique experience in an environment rich in natural and cultural beauties.
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                          City Tour  

          

          
          
            Enhance your holiday experience with expertly guided city tours by licensed professionals. Immerse yourself in a comprehensive and intimate exploration of Sicily's cities, gaining insights into their rich culture and history. Our tours offer a unique perspective on the most iconic cities in Sicily.
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                          Family vacation  

          

          
          
            Play Tours: Tailored for families, our guided tours blend expert guidance with fun city exploration. Designed to captivate children, an interactive "kit" distributed at the tour's start ensures an engaging experience, fostering a love for the city's beauty in an educational and enjoyable way. 

             

        

      

          

  






  
  
    
      
     
     
       
      Etna Unlimited
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        Explore the beauty of Sicily with Etna Unlimited's expert-guided tours and excursions. Experience Mount Etna, local cuisine, and cultural attractions. Book your unforgettable adventure today!

        P.Iva. IT05736760876

      

      
      
      
      
        
          Contact us

        

        	
              

             Via Giuseppe Verdi, 11, Trecastagni, CT, Italy 

          
	
              

             +39 393 910 8061 

          
	
              

             info@etnaunlimited.com 
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